Comprehensive Nutrition for All Three
Brains — Gut, Brain and Heart*

SUPPORTS
STRESS
RESILIENCE*

SUPPORTS

PSYCHOLOGICAL

VIGOR*

INCREASES
A SENSE OF
MENTAL
FOCUS*

Comprehensive nutrition for all three
brains — the gut, brain and heart —
the Amare FundaMentals Pack® PLUS
is designed to target and support
the primary physiological drivers of
mental wellness.*

Your gut. Your brain. Your heart. Did you know that all three are
interconnected and vital to your mental wellness?

1 Increases a sense of mental focus*

We know that an optimized gut-brain axis helps improve mood,
supports mental sharpness and enhances stress resilience.
We’ve now discovered that our third brain, the heart, also has an
important role in our mental wellness. We know that the heartbrain axis, as it’s referred to, helps improve the efficiency of
our heart, and as a result, can improve our mental health. With
the heart-brain axis working together, our mental wellness is
optimized, and our overall emotional well-being is enhanced.*

2 Promotes a positive mood*

Our three brains: gut (sensing brain), mind/brain (thinking brain)
and heart (feeling brain) determine our emotions and are the
most powerful tools in optimizing our overall mental wellness.
Think of your gut as the intuition and instinct resource. The
head is the logical and analytical source. And finally, the heart
as the emotional, passionate and artistic approach to your wellbeing. When in sync, these three brains balance your mental
wellness.*
That’s why we created the Amare FundaMentals Pack® PLUS.
Designed to support all three brains, this special Pack is designed
to support the primary physiological drivers of mental wellness.
This exclusive Amare Pack includes MentaBiotics®, MentaFocus®,
MentaSync® and MentaHeart™. MentaBiotics includes the most
comprehensive combination of unique strains of probiotics,
prebiotics and phytobiotics that have been scientifically shown
to improve mental wellness. MentaFocus supercharges your
brain with key phytonutrients clinically shown to support focus,
mental sharpness, clarity, creativity and cognitive functioning.
MentaSync’s clinically studied key ingredients optimize the
synchronization of chemical messengers between your brain
and your gut. And MentaHeart features key ingredients backed
by multiple clinical studies shown to help optimize the heart,
the body’s third brain. The products included in this Pack
provide comprehensive nutrition for all three brains — helping
you achieve greater mental wellness.

3 Improves emotional well-being*
4 Supports cognitive functioning*
5 Optimizes heart-brain-gut axis
communication*

6 Supports psychological vigor and stress
resilience*

Item Code(s):
with MentaBiotics:
with MentaBiotics (Sugar-Free):

P019
P020

*THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION.
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE, OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE.
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SCIENCE & INFORMATION
DID YOU KNOW WE HAVE THREE BRAINS?
YOUR GUT.
YOUR BRAIN.
YOUR HEART.
Did you know that all three are interconnected and vital to your mental
wellness?
We know that an optimized gut-brain axis helps improve mood, supports
mental sharpness and enhances stress resilience. We’ve now discovered
that our third brain, the heart, also has an important role in our mental
wellness.*

Targeting Mental Wellness Through
the Body’s Three Brains
Our three brains: gut (sensing brain), mind/brain (thinking brain) and heart
(feeling brain) determine our emotions and are the most powerful tools in
optimizing our overall mental wellness.
Think of your gut as the intuition and instinct resource. The head is the
logical and analytical source. And finally, the heart as the emotional,
passionate and artistic approach to your well-being. When in sync, these
three brains balance your mental wellness.*

Synergistic 4-Part System for the Entire Gut-Brain-Heart Axis!

MentaBiotics for
the gut

MentaFocus for
the brain

MentaHeart for
the heart

MentaSync for
the axis

*THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION.
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE, OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE.
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advanced gut-brain
nutrition*
Also, available in Sugar Free!

1

Enhances clarity, cognition, and creativity*

2

Increases short-term and long-term memory*

3

Empowers and sustains a sense of mental focus*

4

Improves concentration, attention, and alertness*

Reduces stress and promotes a positive mood*

5

All-natural & stimulant-free*

4

Helps normalize gut, immune, and brain function*

6

Promotes stress reduction*

5

Ingredients shown to improve mood and reduce
tension in human clinical trials*

1

Optimizes the communication of the gut-brain axis*

1

Optimizes heart-brain axis functions*

2

Balances normal signaling between cells of the gut,
brain, and immune system*

2

Supports the heart, the body’s third brain*

3

3

Enhances cardiovascular efficiency*

Improves psychological vigor (physical energy,
mental acuity, and emotional well-being)*

4

Improves vigor and reduces fatigue*

4

Supports healthy aging*

5

Supports positivity and stress resilience*

5

Optimizes nervous system functioning*

6

Empowers optimal emotional processing*

6

Enhances immune activity*

7

Increases neurotrophic factor*

1

Improves aspects of mental wellness by populating
the microbiome with specific strains of probiotics
and prebiotics*

2

Supports the growth and vitality of a range of
beneficial gut bacteria*

3

Directions: Take 2 softgels with 8 oz.
of water. Do not exceed 8 softgels
per day.
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